
Large, bulky loads require very controlled handling. 
Raymond’s Furniture Orderpicker offers variable lifting and 
lowering speeds, allowing operators to feather the platform 
for more exact placement so they can get closer to the pick 
for greater accuracy and control.

Triangular wheel arrangement delivers tighter cornering and 
easier steering for better handling and more versatility in 
confined spaces.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and 
manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

MOVE BULKY ITEMS WITH GREATER 
MANEUVERABILITY AND CONTROL
With storage space at a premium in today’s furniture 
warehouses, you need flexibility to store product and the 
capability to maneuver bulky items in narrow aisles.

Raymond’s Furniture Orderpicker offers exceptional 
control in the tightest spaces, allowing precise load 
handling for minimized product and facility damage,  
and superior productivity.

REDUCED PRODUCT DAMAGE WITH 
INTELLIGUIDE™ DIGITAL WIRE OR RAIL 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Ideal for high-density warehousing and distribution 
facilities, Raymond’s exclusive intelliguide and rail 
guidance options offer precise, automated vehicle 
control in aisles of all widths for:

+ simpler, more reliable truck operation

+ greater operator focus on loads and the task  
at hand

+ minimized product damage, operator injuries,  
lift truck impacts, and rack damage

+ enhanced productivity with faster travel speeds  
in narrow aisles

5000 SERIES 
FURNITURE 
ORDERPICKERS 

PRECISE CONTROL WITH VARIABLE 
LIFT/LOWER SPEEDS

GREATER MANEUVERABILITY WITH 
UNIQUE 3-WHEEL DESIGN

QUICK SPECS
Lift Height 204”– 456”

Voltage 24V  |  36V

Capacity 1,000 lbs. to 1,600 lbs.

Fork Length (4”x 4”) 84” or 96”

Turning Radius 72.75”



GREATER CAPACITY, CONVENIENCE,  
COMFORT, AND CONTROL

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage 
smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
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FASTER, SMOOTHER LOAD HANDLING

+ ACR System™ offers quicker acceleration, 
exceptional lift and lower speeds, and better  
load-handling control.

IMPROVED COMFORT, REDUCED DAMAGED

+ Patented spring suspension and mast staging 
system cushion the ride for both the operator and 
the load.

MORE TAILORED AND EFFICIENT OPERATION

+ Programmable performance allows different truck 
parameters to be custom-configured for individual 
operators and applications.

EASY, SECURE CART ENGAGEMENT

+ Standard and custom pallet clamps automatically 
engage furniture carts for superior hold and 
security.

MORE PICKS PER HOUR

+ Optional intellispeed™ system optimizes travel 
speed based on load height for faster travel time 
between picks and superior productivity.

With up to 50% of a shift spent traveling, order 
picking efficiency is about saving time both 
during and between picks. Raymond’s Furniture 
Orderpickers optimize productivity with an array of 
features designed to help your trucks—and your 
operators—work faster, easier, and better.


